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ABSTRACT
We describe curved-space BPS dyon solutions, the ADMmass of which saturates the grav-
itational version of the Bogomol’nyi bound. This generalizes self-gravitating BPS monopole
solutions of Gibbons et al. when there is no dilaton.
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Recently, Gibbons et al. [1] showed that the well-known BPS monopole equations [2]
of the flat-space Yang-Mills/Higgs theories find natural curved-space counterparts in the
context of certain supergravity-motivated theories. A crucial feature in these theories is
that, in the presense of the additional attractive force due to gravity (and possibly due to
the dilatonic interaction), the force balance between equal-sign monopoles is maintained by
including an additional Abelian vector potential Aµ (the graviphoton) which has a nonrenor-
malizable coupling to the Yang-Mills magnetic charge density. It has also been noted in [1]
that these static monopole configurations in fact saturate the gravitational version of the
Bogomol’nyi bound, derived by Gibbons and Hull [3] some time ago. In the notation of [1],
the latter bound reads
M ≥ |Q|, (1)
where M is the ADM mass and Q is the total electric charge with respect to the graviphoton
field.
To study the physical character of these solutions, it should be important to have related
self-gravitating dyon solutions. In flat space-time the very system allowing BPS monopoles
is known to admit also dyon solutions which saturate the appropriate Bogomol’nyi bound[4].
Including gravity, however, the situation appears to be different and in this paper we report
our study on this issue. We will here restrict our attention to gravitating BPS dyon solutions
in the model without a dilaton, viz., our SU(2) Yang-Mills/Higgs matter fields will be coupled
only to gravity and a graviphoton field. Note that the system without a dilaton is described
by a simpler Lagrangian than that with a dilaton; yet, it does not correspond to a certain
limiting case of the latter[1]. For discussions on BPS dyons in a model including a dilaton
and some other fields, see a very recent paper by Gibbons and Townsend[5].
The model chosen in [1] for curved-space BPS monopoles is based on the action
S
′
full = Sgravity + S
′
matter (2)
with
Sgravity =
1
16πG
∫
d4x
√−g{R− F µνFµν} , (Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ) (3)
S
′
matter =
1
e2
∫
d4x tr {1
2
√−g(GµνGµν) +
√−g(DµΦDµΦ)− 1
2
ǫµνλδFµν(ΦGλδ)}, (4)
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where Gµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ + [Bµ , Bν ] is the field strength for an SU(2) Yang-Mills vector
potential Bµ = B
a
µT
a, Φ = ΦaT a is the Higgs field in the adjoint representation, and DµΦ =
∂µΦ+ [Bµ , Φ]. (We assume that [T
a, T b] = ǫabcT
c , T a† = −T a and tr(T aT b) = −1
2
δab). In
order to have the Gibbons-Hull bound (1) to be saturated, the metric and graviphoton field
may be chosen as[1,5]
ds2 = −e−2φdt2 + e2φdxidxi, A0 = ±e−φ , Ai = 0, (5)
where φ = φ(~x) is a function of spatial coordinates only. Because of the Einstein and the
graviphoton field equations, the choices (5) in turn imply
Tmatterij = T
matter
0i = Ji = 0, (i, j = 1, 2, 3), (6)
where Tmatterµν denotes the matter stress energy tensor and Jµ the graviphoton current.
The conditions (6) are realized only when the matter action (4) by itself happens to define
the Bogomol’nyi or self-dual system (in the presence of the background metric and the
graviphoton fields (5)). That is indeed the case thanks to the last term in (4) (which was
motivated by supersymmetry [1]). The corresponding Bogomol’nyi equations read
Gij = ±eφǫijkDkΦ , B0 = 0, (7)
which generalize the flat space BPS monopole equations in an obvious way. Then, we have
one more equation coming from the Einstein (or graviphoton) equations
e−φ∇2eφ = 8πG
e2
tr(DiΦDiΦ). (8)
For the existence of soliton solutions to these coupled equations with non-zero ‘matter’
magnetic charge, see the appendix of [1].
But it must be noted that the matter action (4), with the background metric and the
graviphoton fields specified as in (5), corresponds to a self-dual system only for solitons with
vanishing matter electric charge. So certain extension of the theory must be made in order
to incorporate BPS dyons in the above scheme. Using N=2 supersymmetry as a guide [6],
a rather obvious step will be to introduce an additional Higgs field S = SaT a (to complete
an N=2 vector multiplet). (Then we shall see that the vacuum for dyon solutions is in fact
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different from the vacuum for neutral monopoles.) To be more definite, we will below look
for an appropriate curved-space generalization of the bosonic part of the flat-space N=2
super Yang-Mills theory, described by the action [7]
Sflat =
1
e2
∫
d4x{tr(1
2
GµνG
µν) + tr(DµΦD
µΦ) + tr(DµSD
µS) + tr([Φ, S][Φ, S])}. (9)
(The last commutator square term is actually not important for our purpose, since we find
[Φ, S] = 0 at least for our classical solutions to be discussed). For the discussion of the
Bogomol’nyi bound and dyon solutions in the theory (9), see [6,7]. We here add just one
comment - this theory possesses the global chiral symmetry
Φ→ Φ′ = cos β Φ− sin β S , S → S ′ = sin β Φ+ cos β S, (10)
which plays some role as regards the dual symmetry involving BPS dyons.
Our immediate problem is to find an appropriate self-dual generalization of the theory
(9) in the curved background specified by (5). Denoting such action by Smatter, we can
then base our model for curved-space matter dyons on the action
Sfull = Sgravity + Smatter, (11)
where Sgravity is given by (3). According to our investigations, the requirement of self-
duality for Smatter demands that we choose the form
Smatter =
1
e2
∫
d4x
√−g{1
2
tr(GµνG
µν) + tr(DµΦD
µΦ) + tr(DµSD
µS) + tr([Φ, S][Φ, S])
−tr[(∗F µνΦ + F µνS)Gµν − (α∗F µνΦ+ 1
2
FµνS)FµνS]}, (12)
where α is a constant to be fixed later and ∗F µν = 1
2
√−gǫ
µνλδFλδ. This matter action reduces
to S
′
matter(see (4)) if the scalar field S is taken to be zero. One might be surprised by the
fact that the last term in (12) is not invariant under the chiral transformation (10), but this
cannot be avoided. From the matter action (12) we find the matter stress energy tensor (to
be identified as the gravitational source)
Tmatterµν = −
2
e2
tr(GµλG
νλ − 1
4
gµνGλδG
λδ)− 2
e2
tr(DµΦDνΦ− 1
2
gµνDλΦD
λΦ)
− 1
e2
gµνF λδtrS(Gλδ − 1
2
FλδS) +
2
e2
F µλtrS(G
νλ − 1
2
F νλS)
+
2
e2
F νλtrS(G
µλ − 1
2
F µλS) (13)
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and the graviphoton current (to be equated with 1
4πG
F µν;µ)
Jν = − 2
e2
tr(DµΦ)
∗Gµν − 2
e2
[tr(SGµν)];µ +
4α
e2
∗F µν [tr(ΦS)],µ +
2
e2
[F µνtrS2];µ. (14)
Let us now derive the BPS dyon equations for our system. From the Hamiltonian for the
theory (12), the (static) matter energy is found to be
E = 1
e2
∫
d3x{−1
2
√−gtr(GijGij)−
√−gtr(G0iG0i)−
√−gtr(DiΦDiΦ)
+
√−g(D0ΦD0Φ)−
√−g(DiSDiS) +
√−gtr(D0SD0S)−
√−gtr([Φ, S][Φ, S])
+tr(∗F ijΦ+ F ijS)Gij − α∗F µνFµνtr(ΦS)− 1
2
F µνFµνtrS
2}. (15)
But from what has been assumed in (5),
− g00 = e2φ, gij = e2φδij ,
√−g = e2φ
F0i = ∓∂ie−φ, ∗Fij = ±ǫijk∂keφ, Fij = ∗F0i = 0. (16)
Inserting these ansatze into (15), the matter energy can be expressed as
E = − 1
2e2
∫
d3x{e−2φtr(Gij ∓ eφǫijkDkΦ)2 + 2e2φtr(G0i ± e−4φDiS)2 + 2e4φtr(D0ΦD0Φ)
+2e4φtr([Φ, S][Φ, S]) + 2e4φtr(D0SD0S)± 2e−φǫijktr(GijDkΦ)∓ 4eφtr(Gi0DiS)
±2ǫijk(∂ie−φ)tr(ΦGjk)− 2∇φ · ∇φtrS2}. (17)
At this point, it must be noted that the field B0 assumes the role of a Lagrange multiplier,
which puts our matter fields under the Gauss constraint
0 =
δSmatter
δB0(x)
= e−2φDi(e
2φGi0)− [Φ, D0Φ]− [S,D0S]± ∂k(e−φ)DkS ∓ e−2φ(∇2eφ)S. (18)
Making use of (18) and the Bianchi identity ǫijkDiGjk = 0, we can then cast (after some
straightforward algebra) the above matter energy as
E = 1
2e2
∫
d3x[−e−2φtr(Gij ∓ eφǫijkDkΦ)2 − 2e2φtr{G0i ± e−φDiS ± (∂ie−φ)S}2
−2tr(D0Φ∓ eφ[Φ, S])2 − 2e4φtr(D0S)2
∓2∂i{e−φǫijktr(ΦGjk)− 2eφtr(S[Gi0 ± (∂ie−φ)S])}]. (19)
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This has the desired structure, the integrand consisting of the sum of squared terms up to
the total derivative term.
For any finite energy configuration in the above theory, the scalar fields Φa and Sa may
be assumed to have the asymptotic forms
Φa → Φ∞Φˆa , Sa → S∞Φˆa as r →∞, (20)
where ΦˆaΦˆa = 1. The total ‘matter’ magnetic and electric charges are now specified by
gm =
∮
r=∞
d2Siǫijktr(ΦˆGjk) , qm =
∮
r=∞
d2Si2tr(ΦˆG0i). (21)
On the other hand, we define the graviphoton electric charge Q as
Q = − 1
4πG
∫
d2SiF 0i. (22)
This leads to the formula Q =
∫
d3x
√−gJ0 upon using the graviphoton field equations).
Then, based on (19), we secure the Bogomol’nyi bound (note that φ = O(1/r) as r →∞)
E ≥ 1
e2
|Φ∞gm + S∞(qm − 4πGS∞Q)|. (23)
We here note that a simpler form of the bound can be given if the field configurations satisfy
the graviphoton field equations. It is because the relation
Q =
1
e2 + 4πGS2∞
(Φ∞gm + S∞qm), (24)
then holds as a simple consequence of (14) and our definitions for various charges. Using
(24), the bound (23) can alternatively be written as
E ≥ 1
e2 + 4πGS2∞
|Φ∞gm + S∞qm|, (25)
or, more succintly, as E ≥ |Q| (in agreement with (1)). Also evident from (19) is that this
Bogomol’nyi bound is saturated if and only if the matter fields satisfy the curved-space BPS
equations
Gij = ±eφǫijkDkΦ,
G0i = ∓Di(e−φS),
D0S = 0,
D0Φ = ±eφ[Φ, S]. (26)
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The last three equaions in Eq.(26) are solved by
B0 = ±e−φS. (27)
Also, from our experience in the flat-space theory case [6,7], we may here assume that S(~x)
and Φ(~x) are proportional to each other,viz.,
S(~x) = tan γ Φ(~x), (tan γ = S∞/Φ∞) (28)
or, equivalently, we write
Φ(~x) = cos γ H(~x), S(~x) = sin γ H(~x). (29)
Inserting (29) into (26) then yields the equations analogous to the flat-space BPS equations
of [4]:
Gij = ± cos γ eφǫijkDkH,
G0i = ∓ sin γ Di(e−φH). (30)
Note that, given values of H∞(=
√
Φ2∞ + S2∞) and γ, the charges qm and Q of the cor-
responding dyon solution (satisfying the graviphoton field equations also) are determined
as
qm = gm tan γ (1 +
4πG
e2
H2∞), Q = gm
H∞
e2 cos γ
. (31)
Readers may verify that our dyon fields, determined by (26)-(28), satisfy the Gauss
constraint (18). By the standard argument, they also solve other matter field equations.
To check the consistency with the Einstein and graviphoton field equations, we must look
into the stress energy tensor and the graviphoton current. Using the above results with the
formulae (13) and (14), we find that the latter quantities are given by (cf.(6))
Tmatterµν = δµ0δν0(
−2
e2
)e−4φtr(DiHDiH),
Jν = δν0(± 2
e2
)e−φtr(DiHDiH) (32)
if we fix the constant α = 1/2 in Eqs.(12) and (14). Consequently, all Einstein and gravipho-
ton field equations can be fulfilled if the function φ(~x) satisfies (cf. (8))
e−φ∇2eφ = 8πG
e2
tr(DiHDiH). (33)
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We here note that the solution to (30) and (33), denoted as (Bi(~x), H(~x), φ(~x)), can imme-
diately be given once the functions (B˜(~x), H˜(~x), φ˜(~x)), which solve the same equations but
with γ = 0(i.e., the BPS monopole case discussed in [1]), are known. This is done by the
simple substitution
Bi(~x) = cos γ B˜i(~y)|~y=~x cos γ
H(~x) = H˜(~y)|~y=~x cos γ , φ(~x) = φ˜(~y)|~y=~x cos γ . (34)
A corollary of this observation is the existence of rotationally symmetric dyon solutions,
based on the analysis of [1]. Possible global issues concerning these solutions are under
investigation.
A few remarks are in order. Our curved-space BPS dyon solution, being possible only
when S∞ 6= 0, is not a solution in the same vacuum as that of the neutral monopole case
(for which we have S(~x) = 0). This is in a marked contrast to the case of the flat-space
self-dual system defined by the action (9), and the absence of the global chiral symmetry (see
(10)) in our matter action (12) is responsible for this peculiar situation found in the curved-
space case. (A similar phenomenon has also been observed in the dyon model considered
in [5]). Also, it is desirable to clarify a possible connection between our curved-space self-
dual action and certain version of supergravity models[8,9]. A typical term of supergravity
model which might be relevant to the action (12) is the interaction term involving the two-
index tensor field Yαβ and the SU(2) gauge fields B
a
αT
a in the six-dimensional gauged N=4
supergravity[9],
LI =
1
8
ǫαβγδλσYαβ tr (GγδGλσ). (35)
Consider a dimensional reduction by setting
(ds6)
2 = (dx6)2 + (dx5 − 2K)2 + (ds4)2
Y = Y5µdx
5 ∧ dxµ = Aµdxµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3)
B = Bµdx
µ + S(dx5 − 2K) + Φdx6
K = Aµdx
µ (36)
where K is a one-form of four-dimensional spacetime and Φ, S are four-dimensional Higgs
scalar fields. Then, from the interaction term (35) and the Yang-Mills Lagrangian 1
2
tr (GαβG
αβ),
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we can acquire the contribution
tr (
1
2
G˜µνG˜
µν − ∗FµνΦG˜µν), (G˜µν ≡ Gµν − FµνS) (37)
which agrees precisely with the corresponding term in (12) if α = 1. This implies that
the graviphoton current is no longer given by Eq.(32). Nevertheless, the graviphoton field
equation is still satisfied for rotationally symmetric fields, thereby yielding dyon solutions.
However, an exact connection between our model with the supergravity model requires
solving constraints imposed by the dimensional reduction and also a proper consideration
of other fields in the six-dimensional supergravity theory which do not appear in the action
(12). This is still an open problem. Another interesting issue is that of electromagnetic
duality in our model. Investigation of these issues is expected to shed a new light in the
study of curved-space monopole/dyon systems.
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